A Treasure Uncovered.

I n t r o d u c i n g T h e C o v e , M i n im C o v e

Discover a Sanctuary Between
River and Sea
A little upstream from the port of

It brings a new architecture to the area,

Fremantle, just around a wide, lazy bend

with contemporary, linear forms nestling

in the Swan River, you will come upon The

organically into the hillside.

Cove – a rare place of sanctuary amidst
unforgettable beauty.

In this remarkable location, The Cove is

This striking new collection of three and

luxurious apartment living, spacious and

four-bedroom residences is in the sought-

peaceful, with extraordinary sweeping views

after Minim Cove precinct on the Mosman

of both river and ocean. Outside there’s a

Park foreshore.

tantalising lifestyle that is not only laden with

both a haven and a hub. Inside there’s

possibilities, but so easily accessible.
From leading developer Blackburne,
The Cove is a treasure worth uncovering.

L O C AT I O N A N D L I F E S T Y L E

A Place Where You Can
Rediscover Life
As well as embracing the broad, beautiful

It’s hard to imagine anywhere in Perth

sweep of the Swan River, The Cove sits

that makes a vibrant outdoor lifestyle

beside newly created landscaped open

more accessible and enjoyable. Almost

space that expands on Minim Cove’s

everywhere you walk or cycle you’re

already plentiful, established green zones.

accompanied by a glorious view of water,

This lavish expanse of leafy public space

either the serenity of the Swan or the

overlooking the river makes merely walking

invigorating freshness of the Indian Ocean,

the dog a rare pleasure.

with its unmatched sunsets.

A public river jetty invites the casting

The cosmopolitan buzz of Fremantle is

of a line at dusk, while a dual-use path

just next door, as is the relaxed luxury of

connecting to Perth’s cycleway network is a

Cottesloe and Claremont. The Cove is a

temptation to more fast-paced recreation.

sanctuary when you need one, a gateway

The area around The Cove is blessed with
restaurants and eateries of every kind, some
of Perth’s finest schools, beautiful riverside
paths and parks, and clubs for enthusiasts
of golf, tennis, bowling, sailing, swimming,
wind and kite surfing. Leighton Beach and
many other spectacular sweeps of white
sand and surf are minutes from your door.

to fun and fitness when you’re ready to
head out.
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Sandstone Colour Scheme

Living Room
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A r c h i t e c t u r al d e si g n

Designing a Coveted Lifestyle
The Cove’s apartments nestle into the

Large, private courtyards provide intimate

Minim Cove hillside, maximising the

spaces and ensure natural light to all bedrooms.

potential for views of the ocean and river.

Bathroom
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Stunning views across a spacious, superbly

Architecturally unique within Minim Cove,

designed and landscaped deck, forms

these three and four-bedroom apartments

the roof to the lower terrace. Planted with

and townhouses are a celebration of simple

carefully curated low vegetation, it will allow

yet beautiful design, both inside and out.

for views from the ground floor apartments
of the upper terrace, both day and night,
through to the river beyond.
It’s at night that the gardens come alive
with a touch of magic. A forest of elegant
‘lanterns’ illuminates your path and bathes
the beautiful deck in subtle pools of light.

KITCHEN
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Ocean Colour Scheme

KITCHEN
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I n t e r i o r F e at u r e s

Uncover the Thinking Behind
the Beauty
The Cove combines a wealth of sensory

Their generous open-plan spaces enjoy

pleasures with extraordinary built form

beautiful natural light and endless views

to create a new kind of life, a new kind

thanks to spectacular, full-height glazing.

of feeling.

They open out onto expansive balconies

The Cove apartments and townhouses
display a high-quality, understated

where the views will take centre stage

Bathroom
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when friends drop by.

aesthetic throughout, with premium
interior detailing and thoughtful inclusions.
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W o o d la n d s C o l o u r S c h e m e

Bathroom
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A rc h itect u ral design

The Cove Defines Intelligent,
Practical Design
KITCHEN
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Yes, these sleek, contemporary residences

Sustainability is also a focus with a smart

certainly bring a world-class aesthetic to Minim

irrigation system that draws from roof-

Cove. But behind their attractive surface lies

collected rainwater and a northward facing

intelligent, practical design thinking.

orientation for best passive solar advantage.

The buildings establish a kind of

Each apartment has two secure car bays,

partnership with the environment, not

with an additional bay also possible, and

competing but collaborating.

generous storage facilities are provided with
real-world living in mind. There’s plenty of
room for your bicycles, surfskis or camping
gear to indulge in your weekend activities.

Living room
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The Cove, Mathieson Avenue
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Luxurious apartment living, spacious and
peaceful, with extraordinary sweeping views
of both river and ocean.

The Cove, From The Cut ting
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ABOut the developer

The Security of Your Investment
is Well Covered
At Blackburne, we have a passion for

We approach every project as an

property. We’ve been involved in the Perth

opportunity to do something great, a

property industry for many years, where every

chance to build on our long track record of

year of that journey has allowed us to gain

landmark developments.

greater insight, expertise and understanding
of our clients’ needs.

We’re proud of our long history, but we’re

As an integrated property developer, our

Every element of our integrated service

powerful combination of property intelligence

is driven by a desire to apply the most

and service excellence supports our clients at

progressive thinking, the most innovative

every step on their property journey.

ideas. We stay ahead of the curve so our

Our progressive nature has seen us steadily
evolve, bringing together a remarkable team

about what’s next, what’s around the corner.

clients can make the most of change, to
secure their future.

of specialists, each an expert in a key aspect

While property development is at the core

of property.

of our business, it is strongly supported by

The properties we create are the perfect
expression of Blackburne strategic thinking:
combining our extensive market knowledge
with design ingenuity to produce not only a
beautiful home, but a lasting asset for both
our investor and the community.

our complementary professional services
including strata management, property
management, sales and marketing, finance
broking and investment education.

This brochure is presented for information purposes only and does not constitute a representation term or condition in respect of an offer to purchase which may be made by any prospective purchaser or an acceptance by the vendor of any such offer. It is believed that statements
made in this brochure are correct but no representations or warranties in relation thereto are being made. The working drawings as approved by the local authority for the purpose of a building licence will always hold precedence over these marketing drawings as presented in this
brochure. Liability to the extent permitted by law is disclaimed for any loss or damage which may arise from persons acting on any statements or diagrammatic representations of measurements contained herein. Pictures for illustrative purposes only.

